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Description

TECHNOLOGICAL FIELD:

[0001] The described invention relates to signal
processing for digital communications, and more partic-
ularly to gain control for processing received signals such
as wireless data with reference signals.

BACKGROUND:

[0002] In electronic or optical telecommunications,
particularly wireless, the received signal is generally dif-
ferent than the transmitted signal due to distortion intro-
duced by the transmission channel. The receiver can ide-
ally retrieve the original transmitted signal by estimating
the channel and then applying the estimate to the re-
ceived signal. It follows that accurate channel estimation
plays key role in successful data reception.
[0003] The power level of the received signal depends
on the power used to transmit that same signal and the
distance it traversed over the communication channel,
and the received power can vary greatly from the trans-
mitted power. For a MIMO receiver with multiple receive
antennas which is becoming increasingly common, the
signal received at different MIMO antennas may be re-
ceived with different power levels. The receiver must be
able to operate across the full signal range of course,
which brings an added challenge to receiver design. This
challenge continues in wireless radio access technolo-
gies still in the development stage such as 5G cellular
high data rate transmissions.
[0004] When implementing a signal processing algo-
rithm in a receiver, one part of the design work is to
choose suitable lengths of digital words that are used
internally within the receiver for the algorithm’s calcula-
tions. Word lengths are generally chosen so that the com-
plete calculation chain as a whole fulfils the performance
requirements the receiver needs to meet for a given radio
access technology. But it is desirable to minimize the
word lengths to achieve minimum hardware costs.
Throughout the receiver processing chain some sub-
blocks will be more sensitive to the signal power level
than others, and this sensitivity is at least in part built into
the hardware due to the word length limits imposed when
designing the receiver. For example, a receiver designed
for a maximum word length of N bits typically will have
its buffers (hardware) able to hold no more than N bits
at once, so if a FFT operation needs to operate on N+7
bits to meet the minimum performance requirements due
to the signal power being very low it may simply not be
possible due to hardware constraints in the receiver.
[0005] Since the hardware calculation blocks in a re-
ceiver are designed to meet the performance require-
ments under the assumption of a specified range of signal
power, that same receiver can be expected to perform
relatively poorly when the signal level is significantly low-
er. This is because intermediate results from the power-

sensitive sub-blocks become too inaccurate and these
inaccuracies propagate through the remainder of the re-
ceiver processing chain. In short, the data reception
processing may work well for a certain signal level but
the receiver’s performance often drops dramatically
when the received signal level turns low. Embodiments
of these teachings address this issue from the perspec-
tive of the receiver design.
[0006] US 2007/230635 discloses implementing gain
adjustments in communication systems where the chan-
nel is expected to vary during a communication burst.
These gain adjustments during the communication burst
can be implemented by automatic gain control (AGC) in
the receiver, with minimal performance degradation.
These gain adjustments are successfully accommodated
by virtue of suitable information-sharing between an AGC
unit and a digital baseband part. The digital baseband
part can direct the AGC unit appropriately to ensure that
gain adjustments are implemented during time intervals
that do not carry substantive communication information
(e.g., guard intervals). In receivers that perform channel
estimation in the digital baseband part, the AGC unit sup-
ports channel estimation by informing the digital base-
band part about the timing of the gain adjustment. The
AGC unit can also support channel estimation by inform-
ing the digital baseband part about the size of the gain
adjustment.

SUMMARY:

[0007] According to an aspect, there is provided the
subject matter of the independent claims.
[0008] These and other aspects are detailed below
with particularity.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS:

[0009]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example
MMSE radio receiver for OFDMA according to the
prior art.

FIG. 2 is similar to FIG. 1 but with automatic gain
control added to the start of the baseband processing
chain.

FIG. 3 illustrates multiple consecutive subframes in
order of arrival (most recent is leftmost) and illus-
trates that for the FIG. 2 receiver the scaler computed
from information in one sub frame #N can only be
applied to a next subsequent subframe #N+1.

FIG. 4 is an illustration of one OFDMA subframe in
the time domain and showing distinct symbols used
for DMRS versus control information and user data.

FIG. 5 illustrates a MMSE receiver similar to FIG. 1
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but with buffers following the channel demultiplexing.

FIG. 6 is a receiver similar to FIG. 5 but with auto-
matic gain control according to one non-limiting em-
bodiment of these teachings.

FIG. 7 is similar to FIG. 6 but illustrating automatic
gain control according to another non-limiting em-
bodiment of these teachings.

FIG. 8 is a process flow diagram summarizing certain
of the above teachings from the perspective of the
receiver.

FIG. 9 is a high level schematic block diagram illus-
trating certain apparatus/devices that are suitable for
practicing certain of these teachings.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION:

[0010] Consider a wireless communication system that
has a base station such as an eNB or access point on
the network side and a mobile terminal/smartphone/user
equipment (UE) on the user side. Modern wireless com-
munication systems can vary greatly from this basic mod-
el, such as additional relay nodes on the network side,
device-to-device D2D UEs communicating directly with
one another and the like. But in all cases each entity
having a wireless link with another has a radio receiver.
In that regard embodiments of these teachings can be
deployed in all of these entities, or in only some of them
since the processing of the received signal as described
more fully below is not conditional on the entity sending
the wireless data performing some pre-transmission
processing so as to make the transmitted signal compat-
ible with such a receiver.
[0011] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram showing some
of the major processing sub-blocks of a minimum mean
square error (MMSE) receiver. The MMSE receiver is
suitable for processing multiple-input multiple-output (MI-
MO) signals that are transmitted on multiple correlated
channels. MIMO communication techniques facilitate
high data rates and are used in some current radio access
technologies (for example, Long Term Evolution LTE and
newer iterations of WiFi/IEEE 802.xx) as well as in some
that are under development (for example, 5G).
[0012] FIGs. 5-7 illustrate various aspects of the inven-
tion in the context of a MMSE receiver so the reader can
better recognize certain key differences over the prior art
FIG. 1 MMSE receiver. These drawings and the specific
examples presented below do not imply that these teach-
ings are limited only to MMSE type receivers. As will be
evident from the non-limiting examples below certain as-
pects of these teachings can be deployed in any receiver
that performs both estimation of channel parameters and
equalization of the received signal. Apart from MMSE,
zero-forcing receivers and receivers that use non-linear
equalization techniques (such as decision-feedback suc-

cessive interference cancellation SIC) are other non-lim-
iting examples of receiver types in which these teachings
may be deployed to advantage.
[0013] Returning to the MMSE receiver of FIG. 1, the
received signal is input at 100 and the CP/GP removal
processing block 102 strips out the cyclic prefix CP and/or
the guard period GP. The fast Fourier transform (FFT)
block 104 performs a FFT on the signal output from the
CP/GP removal processing block 102, converting it be-
tween the time and frequency domains. This transform
block 104 can alternatively operate by performing a Dis-
crete Fourier transform (DFT) but it is typical for wireless
receivers to use the FFT which yields the same result
but faster and often with greater accuracy than a DFT.
At the channel demultiplexing (demux) block 106 the out-
put of the FFT block is channel-demultiplexed and divid-
ed into data symbols and reference symbols which are
separately output as shown.
[0014] Fig. 1 shows these reference symbols as de-
modulation reference symbols (DMRS) but these teach-
ings can be utilized with various other reference signals
disposed at known locations of a subframe or of the re-
ceived signal in general. Additionally, the other output of
the channel demuliplexing block 106 is shown in Fig. 1
as "data symbols" for brevity but in fact there may also
be control information mixed with user data in this output
stream, all of which will be similarly decoded by the re-
ceiver as further detailed. Note that the MMSE receiver
of FIG. 1 is simplified and in practice the channel demul-
tiplexer 106 may have further output ports beyond the
two that are shown, for example to output the control
information. So for example if the output for the data sym-
bols is referred to as the uplink shared channel port there
may be a parallel but un-illustrated port referred to as the
uplink control channel port that outputs control informa-
tion that is processed slightly differently than shown in
FIG. 1 for the data symbols.
[0015] As will be seen, it is the treatment of the DMRS
that is the greater focus of the description below. In the
conventional MMSE receiver that FIG. 1 represents the
DMRS output from the channel demux block 106 is eval-
uated by the parameter estimation block 110 to estimate
certain parameters that define the channel between the
transmitter which sent the signal wirelessly and the re-
ceiver of FIG. 1. From the values for the channel param-
eters that are output from the parameter estimation block
110 the MMSE coefficient estimator block 112 finds the
specific equalization coefficients to apply to a signal re-
ceived over the channel those parameter values reflect.
The equalization coefficients in this example are MMSE
coefficients since FIG. 1 represents a MMSE receiver.
In a MIMO system there are multiple channels per re-
ceived signal and so the parameter estimation block 110
estimates parameters for multiple channels and the
MMSE coefficient estimator block 112 finds equalization
coefficients to equalize the signal that was received over
all of them. The MMSE coefficient estimator block 112
outputs to the equalizer 116 a matrix of MMSE coeffi-
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cients that reflects these multiple correlated channels,
and it also outputs to the decoder 118 soft bit scalers
which are layer-wise signal to noise ratio (SNR) values
that estimate each layer.
[0016] The equalizer block 116 applies the equaliza-
tion coefficients, which in this case is the MMSE coeffi-
cient matrix it gets from the MMSE coefficient estimator
block 112, to the data symbols (which may also have
control information/symbols) it gets from the channel de-
muliplexing block 106, and outputs the result to the de-
coder block 118. The decoder block 118 uses the soft bit
scaler/layer-wise SNR values that it gets from the MMSE
coefficient estimator block 112 when decoding the equal-
ized signal that it gets from the equalizer block 116 and
outputs 120 the decoded signal.
[0017] Because the problem outlined in the back-
ground section above is caused by intermediate calcu-
lation results from certain of the intermediate sub-blocks
of FIG. 1 that are too inaccurate, it can be solved by
improving the accuracy of the hardware blocks that are
more sensitive to signal power level. This can be done
by simply increasing word lengths when designing the
receiver, but this increased gate count directly increases
the cost of the integrated circuits that implement these
sub-blocks. Particularly in MMSE receivers for MIMO
processing several of the hardware blocks are power lev-
el sensitive and a significant increase in accuracy would
be needed to deal with very low power signals in a manner
that would meet the 5G performance requirements,
meaning a substantial increase in integrated circuit cost.
In addition to this increased cost, a larger number of bits
being processed by the hardware logic would also lead
to added challenges in timing closure in synthesis. Simply
increasing word lengths is not a feasible solution to the
problem at hand.
[0018] Another straightforward approach to solve this
problem is to scale the signal to the desired/designed
power level before it is processed by the hardware cal-
culation blocks. This can be achieved with digital domain
automatic gain control (AGC), and FIG. 2 does just that
for the example MMSE receiver of FIG. 1 by addition of
the AGC block 203 prior to the FFT block 104. Like-num-
bered processing blocks throughout FIGs. 2 and 5-7 are
similar to those described for FIG. 1 except as noted.
[0019] Typically AGC measures signal power over
time and then adjusts the gain based on the measure-
ment. The selected gain must remain constant for the
duration of a subframe, otherwise it causes distortion to
the signal. In this approach to solving the low signal power
problem it would be a natural choice to measure the sig-
nal level over one subframe (or possibly even multiple
subframes) and then adjust the gain. Such an AGC so-
lution may be considered for implementation in 5G re-
ceivers but it has some inherent drawbacks.
[0020] Specifically, if the measurement window of the
AGC is one subframe, the AGC will measure (for exam-
ple, average or peak or similar) signal power across sub-
frame N. The earliest moment when the gain can be ad-

justed is then at the beginning of subframe N+1. FIG. 3
illustrates this result: the scaler factor of the gain is meas-
ured at subframe N but cannot be applied any earlier
than subframe N+1 meaning the gain is always based
on previous data. It is inherent then that in the FIG. 2
AGC technique the scaling is inaccurate because it is
based on the old data from subframe N where the power
is measured, not on the current date in subframe N+1
where the gain computed from that measured power is
actually applied. This leads to a still further problem; be-
cause scaling is not based on the current data, an addi-
tional margin must be set to avoid signal overflow. Signal
overflow can occur when the power level of the incoming
signal is rising (for example, higher signal power at the
end of subframe N than at the beginning of subframe N).
This additional margin means that the scaling applied to
subframe N+1 will be below optimum, at least in some
cases. Further, in practice it is very difficult to choose the
correct margin.
[0021] To avoid these drawbacks of the FIG. 2 ap-
proach, a receiver can be designed to buffer a full sub-
frame of data so that the gain computed from power
measured at subframe N can be applied to that same
subframe N after it is buffered. This added buffering
would increase the receiver latency by one full subframe.
Most high throughput wireless communication protocols
set very tight latency requirements; for example the 5G
cellular system now under development is to have a
transmission time interval (TTI) of 0.2ms. It is not clear
how one can meet the strict latency requirements of 5G
when this added buffering of an entire subframe would
at minimum add an additional latency of 0.2ms.
[0022] Recall that in the MMSE receiver of FIGs. 1-2
the channel parameter estimation block 110 and the
MMSE equalization coefficient estimator block 112 op-
erated only on the DMRS which was split from the re-
mainder of the subframe by the channel demux block
106. Now consider FIG. 4 which looks inside a hypothet-
ical 5G subframe of length 0.2 ms (5G is still under de-
velopment and so the actual subframe may differ from
that of FIG. 4). There is control data in the first two slots,
a DMRS in the third slot, and user data in the remaining
slots. In the FIG. 2 receiver the gain is applied to the
entire subframe at the AGC block 203. But the problem
with the low signal level occurs at the blocks that imple-
ment the channel estimation functions, namely the chan-
nel parameter estimation block 110 and the MMSE equal-
ization coefficient estimator block 112. Performing gain
correction/AGC based on all information in a given sub-
frame as in FIG. 2 results in imperfect scaling because
unrelated information is taken into account for the gain
control. This is true even if, as mentioned above, one
adds a full-subframe buffer to the FIG. 2 receiver so the
gain can be applied to the same subframe in which signal
power is measured.
[0023] The problem with the low signal level is most
pronounced at the blocks 110, 112 that perform channel
estimation and equalization coefficient calculation. But
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these blocks 110, 112 rely only on the DMRS of the sub-
frame. Applying a gain to only the DMRS can reduce
inaccuracies in channel estimates that arise from signal
power being too low and this approach can avoid many
of the new problems added by the option shown at FIG.
2. Embodiments of these teachings apply AGC only to
the DMRS symbol of a subframe that is used to estimate
the channel rather than applying AGC to full signal/sub-
frame.
[0024] If we consider the DMRS symbol as a first por-
tion 401 of the FIG. 4 subframe 400 and the data symbols
as a data portion 402b, then the gain is applied only to
the first portion and not the data portion. A (different) gain
may be applied later in the signal processing but prior to
the decoding the gain applied to the first portion 401 that
comprises/consists of the DMRS is not also applied to
the data portion 402b that do not include any DMRS. In
short, a portion 402b of the received signal is equalized
using the equalization coefficients that are obtained from
the DMRS after applying a gain to the first portion 401
that carries that DMRS. The control portion 402a of the
subframe is typically treated separately from the data
402b and equalized with coefficients obtained from con-
trol channel reference signals; FIGs. 1-2 and 5-7 are sim-
plified to better show the salient aspects of these teach-
ings and do not specifically show processing of the re-
ceived control symbols.
[0025] As will be detailed below, the equalization co-
efficients actually used for equalizing the remainder of
the subframe are adjusted from those obtained from the
channel estimates that arise from the gain-increased
DMRS, in order to remove the effect adding that gain had
on those equalization coefficients. For the case that each
subframe 400 carrying a DMRS is processed in this man-
ner at the receiver, each of these different subframes can
be considered a different received signal.
[0026] Alternatively if there is only a DMRS in some
but not all subframes, then what may be considered as
the received signal is that group of subframes that will all
be equalized using the same equalization coeffi-
cients/values. In this case the DMRS of that group of
subframes would be the first portion 401 as in FIG. 4,
and the data portion 402b of the received signal would
be only the data symbols to which the equalization values
obtained from the DMRS are applied. In this case of
course the calculated gain would be applied in multiple
subframes including subframes other than where signal
power is measured, but if there is not a DMRS in every
subframe that is an unavoidable result. The same tech-
nique can be used if individual symbols have a pilot se-
quence plus data, but not all symbols have a pilot se-
quence as detailed immediately below.
[0027] If instead the subframe structure is that pilots
are present in the data symbols themselves as with the
4G/LTE radio access technology (different from a DMRS
occupying an entire OFDM symbol position as FIG. 4
shows), the algorithm described herein can also be uti-
lized by adapting from the described subframe basis to

a symbol basis. In this case the pilot and the data portion
come from the same symbol which would be considered
the received signal that the algorithm operates upon, the
gain would be calculated and applied per OFDM symbol
and would not affect any adjacent symbols that have their
own pilot for measuring and estimating the channel. In
this regard the term reference signal can mean a DMRS
(or any other type of pilot signal/sequence from which
the channel is measured) that occupies an entire symbol
position, or one or more pilot signals/sequences within a
symbol that also carries data. Further, while FIG. 4 as-
sumes OFDMA symbols this is only a specific example
and not limiting to the broader teachings herein which
may be utilized with other types of modulations and mul-
tiple access techniques.
[0028] The algorithms related to channel estimation
and equalizer coefficient calculation are sensitive to prob-
lems from low signal power level and in the example
OFDMA system these algorithms use DMRS as an input
as opposed to all data in the subframe. Embodiments of
these teachings scale only the problematic area. In the
FIG. 4 example this is feasible due to the frame structure
where DMRS is allocated to a separate symbol from
those allocated for data 402b (and for control information
402a), and as detailed above it is also feasible for the
case an individual symbol has a pilot and data together
as the respective reference signal and data portions
since like FIG. 4 that pilot can be treated separately from
the data even if they are received in the same symbol.
[0029] Further for implementations specific to 5G and
LTE, because 5G and LTE utilize orthogonal frequency
division multiple access (OFMDA) technology, 5G and
LTE receivers must perform a Fourier transform before
the channel estimation is performed. As mentioned
above it is common that this Fourier transform is imple-
mented using a FFT algorithm, which has property of
changing the sample order. More specifically, FFT oper-
ates in a bit-reversed order. Therefore the output of the
FFT block must be buffered in order to correct the sample
order. FIG. 5 shows a MMSE receiver with these added
buffers; a DMRS buffer 510RS that re-orders the bit se-
quence of the reference signal and a data buffer 510D
that re-orders the bit sequence of the data portion apart
from the reference signal. Other receiver implementa-
tions may be somewhat different; FIG. 5 is depicted in
this way to more closely track the MMSE receiver shown
at FIG. 1.
[0030] Since the reference signal is fully buffered at
510RS before channel parameters are estimated at block
110 and the equalization coefficients are estimated at
block 112, the signal level of the reference signal can be
measured first and accurate scaling can be applied to
the same reference signal that was measured, all without
increasing latency in the signal processing.
[0031] It is important to match the DMRS scaling (gain)
with data symbol scaling to avoid distortions when the
channel estimates taken from the DMRS are applied to
the data symbols. FIG. 6 is a block diagram similar to
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FIG. 2 that moves the location of the AGC function to
facilitate this. The channel demultiplexer 106 splits the
subframe 400 into the first portion 401 that carries the
DMRS symbol and the data portion 402b that carries the
data symbols. The AGC block 608A is disposed between
that channel demultiplexer 106 and the channel param-
eter estimation block 110 so it operates only on the first
portion 401 carrying the DMRS. There is also a cancel-
lation block 608C disposed between the MMSE equali-
zation coefficient estimator block 112 and the equalizer
116, with a communication link 608L between the AGC
block 608A and the cancellation block 608C. Adding gain
at the AGC block 608A to the DMRS has an effect on the
values within the MMSE equalization coefficient matrix
that are output from the MMSE coefficient estimator block
112. The AGC block 608A knows the amount of gain it
applied and via the communication link 608L controls the
cancellation block 608C to remove that effect on those
equalization values. This reverses the scaling effect in
the MMSE equalization coefficients, before they are ap-
plied to the data symbols in the equalizer 116 as FIG. 6
illustrates. In effect, the cancellation block 608C takes
into account for the data symbols the fact that gain/scal-
ing is applied by the AGC block 608A only to the DMRS.
[0032] Note that in the receivers shown at FIGs. 1-2
and 5-7 there are also soft bit/layer-wise SNR scalers
output from the MMSE equalization coefficient estimator
blocks. These are applied at the decoder as illustrated.
These layer-wise SNR values are not adjusted further at
FIGs. 6 or 7 because these values do not require any
correction due to applying gain only to the DMRS; they
are used in the decoder 118 to calculate the least likeli-
hood ratios.
[0033] It is known in the wireless arts how to calculate
the MME equalization coefficient matrix from the channel
estimates. As one non-limiting example, if the channel
parameter matrix output from block 110 is HS, then the
MMSE equalization coefficient matrix can be calculated

as:  
[0034] FIG. 7 is a more detailed view than FIG. 6 of
how DMRS based AGC might be implemented in a
MMSE receiver. The AGC block 608A is depicted in FIG.
7 as a gain block 714B (logical multiplier) and a measure
block 714A. The buffers 710RS and 710D are as de-
scribed above for the respective buffers 510RS and 510D
of FIG. 5. The measure block 714A measures signal pow-
er of the first portion 401 of the received signal that is
output from the channel demultiplexer 106; it may meas-
ure this signal power while the first portion 401/DMRS is
in the DMRS buffer 710RS. The measure block 714A
determines a gain needed to raise that first portion of the
received signal to lie within the proper range for the re-
ceiver’s design, and applies that gain at the multipli-
er/gain block 714B. In this case the measure block 714A
can calculate a perfect scaler/gain for the DMRS symbol
based on this measurement, and there is no need to ac-

count for a margin to avoid overshooting the receiver’s
designed limits for signal power level. The measure block
714A also provides to the cancellation block 714C a con-
trol signal or other information required to reverse the
AGC effect on the calculated equalization values that de-
fine the MMSE coefficient matrix output from block 112.
[0035] Embodiments of these teachings provide sev-
eral technical effects. First, a portion (DMRS) of the re-
ceived signal can be measured first, and gain can be
adjusted for the data in the same subframe (or same
symbol for the case of symbol-basis embodiments) that
was used for the measurement (instead of previous data
as in FIG. 3). In this regard the scaling/gain is much more
accurate, theoretically it can be perfect scaling. Above it
was described that in the prior art a margin needed to be
left when scaling data symbols in case there is a sudden
change in signal levels, but in these embodiments there
is no need to leave a scaling margin. Second, the channel
estimation and coefficient calculation algorithms use only
DMRS data for their calculations. Using all data in the
AGC measurement as in FIG. 2 may result in imperfect
scaling. Embodiments of these teachings measure signal
level only on the DMRS instead of the full subframe. A
third technical effect is that reference signal based AGC
can be readily implemented also for utilization of pilot
samples inside of a data symbol. In this regard the data
symbol would be as the subframe of FIG. 4 with the pilot
sample as the DMRS of FIG. 4. Pilot samples within a
data symbol is a feature used on LTE and further being
considered for future wireless radio protocols. A fourth
technical effect is that these teaching of reference signal
based AGC are readily adaptable for multiple users (for
example multi-user multiple-input multiple-output MU-
MIMO) where there would be individually tuned AGC gain
scalers. This enables a more precise gain control in MU-
MIMO where different users can experience different re-
ceived signal power at different antennas, typically due
in part to different channel conditions.
[0036] FIG. 8 is a process flow diagram that summa-
rizes some of the above aspects from the perspective of
the receiver, which in a wireless system may be disposed
on the network side such as in a base station (including
relay stations and remote radio heads), eNB and/or ac-
cess point as well as on the user side such as in a mobile
smartphone or other type of user equipment (UE). At
block 802 a gain is applied to a reference signal of a
received signal, for example by the AGC block 608A of
FIG. 6 or the multiplier 714B of Fig. 7. At block 804 a
wireless channel over which a received signal passed is
estimated using the reference signal with the applied
gain. In the above description this was done by the chan-
nel parameter estimation block 110 and the MMSE equal-
ization coefficient estimation block 112. The equalization
values that are obtained from the estimating at block 804
are adjusted at block 806 to remove effects of the gain
that was applied at block 802. This is performed in the
above examples by the cancellation block 608C, 714C.
And finally at block 808 at least a data portion of the
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received signal is equalized using the adjusted equaliza-
tion values, described above for the equalizer 116 where
the data symbols are equalized with the adjusted values
of the MMSE equalization coefficient matrix. The results
from the equalizer may be stored in a computer readable
memory, such as for example a buffer within the decoder
118, or elsewhere in the receiver (not shown).
[0037] Various of the following aspects may be prac-
ticed individually with those shown at FIG. 8 or in any of
various combinations. As described above the received
signal may be considered to include a first portion com-
prising the reference signal and a second portion com-
prising at least the data portion; in those embodiments
the gain that is applied at block 802 to the reference signal
is not applied to the second portion that has the data, at
least not prior to the equalizing. Where the output of the
channel demultiplexer 106 is buffered as in the FIG. 6-7
examples the first portion on which the gain is applied
can be in the same subframe or symbol with the data
portion that is equalized with the adjusted equalization
values, where the received signal of block 802 is a single
subframe or a single symbol, respectively.
[0038] In the described but non-limiting examples the
method shown at FIG. 8 is performed in a wireless radio
receiver comprising a channel demultiplexer 106 that
splits the received signal into a first portion 401 compris-
ing the reference signal and the at least data portion
402b. More specifically, in those non-limiting examples
the receiver is a minimum mean square error MMSE re-
ceiver, or a zero-forcing receiver, or any receiver char-
acterized by successive interference cancellation (SIC).
In the non-limiting examples above the reference signal
of block 802 is a demodulation reference signal, and fur-
ther to what FIG. 8 shows the data portion is decoded
after being equalized. Also, those examples described
an intermediate step between blocks 804 and 806 of FIG.
8, namely estimating the channel parameters from which
the equalization values are calculated.
[0039] Embodiments of these teachings can also be
as an apparatus comprising a splitter, a gain control cir-
cuit, an equalization values calculation circuit, a cancel-
lation circuit and an equalizer. In this regard the splitter
is in the position of the channel demultiplexer 106 and is
configured to split a received signal into a first portion
comprising a reference signal and a second portion. The
gain control circuit is in the position of the AGC 608A or
the combined measure 714A/multiplier 714B, and is con-
figured to apply a gain to the reference signal. The chan-
nel estimating circuit is in the position of the parameter
and MMSE coefficient estimator blocks 110, 112, and is
configured to estimate a wireless channel over which the
received signal passed using the reference signal with
the applied gain. The cancellation circuit is in the position
of the cancellation blocks 608C, 714C and is configured
to adjust equalization values output from the equalization
values estimating circuit so as to remove effects of the
applied gain. Finally, the equalizer 116 is where the ad-
justed equalization coefficients are applied to the second

portion.
[0040] Certain embodiments of these teachings may
be implemented all in software, or in a combination of
software and hardware, or entirely in hardware. Consider
an all-software implementation with reference to FIGs.
6-7 where the hardware of the receiver is assumed to be
as shown there. In this case the relevant embodiment
may be a computer readable memory tangibly storing
computer program instructions that, when executed by
one or more processors, cause a radio receiver to at least
apply a gain to a reference signal (shown at blocks 608A
and combined blocks 714A/714B); then adjust equaliza-
tion values to remove effects of the applied gain from
estimating a wireless channel, over which a received sig-
nal passed, using the reference signal with the applied
gain (the cancellation blocks 608C, 714C). This software
only implementation would then input the adjusted equal-
ization values to a processing block of the receiver (such
as the equalizer 116) that also takes as input at least a
data portion of the received signal.
[0041] The various processing blocks shown at least
at FIGs 6-7 may be considered to be circuitry, except the
buffers 710RS and 710D may be considered to be mem-
ory or other such storage.
[0042] FIG 9 is a high level diagram illustrating some
relevant components of various communication entities
that may implement these teachings, including a base
station identified generally as a radio network access
node 20, a mobility management entity (MME) which may
also be co-located with a user-plane gateway (uGW) 40,
and a user equipment (UE) 10. In the wireless system
930 of FIG. 9 a communications network 935 is adapted
for communication over a wireless link 932 with an ap-
paratus, such as a mobile communication device which
may be referred to as a UE 10, via a radio network access
node 20. The network 935 may include a MME/Serving-
GW 40 that provides connectivity with other and/or broad-
er networks such as a publicly switched telephone net-
work and/or a data communications network (e.g., the
internet 938).
[0043] The UE 10 includes a controller, such as a com-
puter or a data processor (DP) 914 (or multiple ones of
them), a computer-readable memory medium embodied
as a memory (MEM) 916 (or more generally a non-tran-
sitory program storage device) that stores a program of
computer instructions (PROG) 918, and a suitable wire-
less interface, such as radio frequency (RF) transceiver
or more generically a radio 912, for bidirectional wireless
communications with the radio network access node 20
via one or more antennas. In general terms the UE 10
can be considered a machine that reads the MEM/non-
transitory program storage device and that executes the
computer program code or executable program of in-
structions stored thereon. While each entity of FIG. 9 is
shown as having one MEM, in practice each may have
multiple discrete memory devices and the relevant algo-
rithm(s) and executable instructions/program code may
be stored on one or across several such memories.
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[0044] In general, the various embodiments of the UE
10 can include, but are not limited to, mobile user equip-
ments or devices, cellular telephones, smartphones,
wireless terminals, personal digital assistants (PDAs)
having wireless communication capabilities, portable
computers having wireless communication capabilities,
image capture devices such as digital cameras having
wireless communication capabilities, gaming devices
having wireless communication capabilities, music stor-
age and playback appliances having wireless communi-
cation capabilities, Internet appliances permitting wire-
less Internet access and browsing, as well as portable
units or terminals that incorporate combinations of such
functions.
[0045] The radio network access node 20 also includes
a controller, such as a computer or a data processor (DP)
924 (or multiple ones of them), a computer-readable
memory medium embodied as a memory (MEM) 926 that
stores a program of computer instructions (PROG) 928,
and a suitable wireless interface, such as a RF transceiv-
er or radio 922, for communication with the UE 10 via
one or more antennas. The radio network access node
20 is coupled via a data/control path 934 to the MME 40.
The path 934 may be implemented as an S1 interface.
The radio network access node 20 may also be coupled
to other radio network access nodes via data/control path
636, which may be implemented as an X5 interface.
[0046] The MME 940 includes a controller, such as a
computer or a data processor (DP) 944 (or multiple ones
of them), a computer-readable memory medium embod-
ied as a memory (MEM) 946 that stores a program of
computer instructions (PROG) 948.
[0047] At least one of the PROGs 918, 928 is assumed
to include program instructions that, when executed by
the associated one or more DPs, enable the device to
operate in accordance with exemplary embodiments of
this invention. That is, various exemplary embodiments
of this invention may be implemented at least in part by
computer software executable by the DP 914 of the UE
10; and/or by the DP 924 of the radio network access
node 20; and/or by hardware, or by a combination of soft-
ware and hardware (and firmware). The MEMs that store
the PROGs for implementing these teachings may be
fully within the radios 912, 922 rather than separate as
shown at FIG. 9; and for hardware or hardware + software
implementations at least the hardware portions may be
found in a receiver portion of the illustrated radios 912,
922.
[0048] For the purposes of describing various exem-
plary embodiments in accordance with this invention the
UE 10 and the radio network access node 20 may also
include dedicated processors 915 and 925 respectively.
[0049] The computer readable MEMs 916, 926 and
946 may be of any memory device type suitable to the
local technical environment and may be implemented us-
ing any suitable data storage technology, such as sem-
iconductor based memory devices, flash memory, mag-
netic memory devices and systems, optical memory de-

vices and systems, fixed memory and removable mem-
ory. The DPs 914, 924 and 944 may be of any type suit-
able to the local technical environment, and may include
one or more of general purpose computers, special pur-
pose computers, microprocessors, digital signal proces-
sors (DSPs) and processors based on a multicore proc-
essor architecture, as non-limiting examples. The wire-
less interfaces (e.g., radios 912 and 922) may be of any
type suitable to the local technical environment and may
be implemented using any suitable communication tech-
nology such as individual transmitters, receivers, trans-
ceivers or a combination of such components.
[0050] A computer readable medium may be a com-
puter readable signal medium or a non-transitory com-
puter readable storage medium/memory. A non-transi-
tory computer readable storage medium/memory does
not include propagating signals and may be, for example,
but not limited to, an electronic, magnetic, optical, elec-
tromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor system, appara-
tus, or device, or any suitable combination of the forego-
ing. Computer readable memory is non-transitory be-
cause propagating mediums such as carrier waves are
memoryless. More specific examples (a non-exhaustive
list) of the computer readable storage medium/memory
would include the following: an electrical connection hav-
ing one or more wires, a portable computer diskette, a
hard disk, a random access memory (RAM), a read-only
memory (ROM), an erasable programmable read-only
memory (EPROM or Flash memory), an optical fiber, a
portable compact disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), an
optical storage device, a magnetic storage device, or any
suitable combination of the foregoing.
[0051] It should be understood that the foregoing de-
scription is only illustrative. Various alternatives and mod-
ifications can be devised by those skilled in the art. For
example, features recited in the various dependent
claims could be combined with each other in any suitable
combination(s). In addition, features from different em-
bodiments described above could be selectively com-
bined into a new embodiment. Accordingly, the descrip-
tion is intended to embrace all such alternatives, modifi-
cations and variances which fall within the scope of the
appended claims.
[0052] A communications system and/or a network
node/base station may comprise a network node or other
network elements implemented as a server, host or node
operationally coupled to a remote radio head. At least
some core functions may be carried out as software run
in a server (which could be in the cloud) and implemented
with network node functionalities in a similar fashion as
much as possible (taking latency restrictions into consid-
eration). This is called network virtualization. "Distribution
of work" may be based on a division of operations to
those which can be run in the cloud, and those which
have to be run in the proximity for the sake of latency
requirements. In macro cell/small cell networks, the "dis-
tribution of work" may also differ between a macro cell
node and small cell nodes. Network virtualization may
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comprise the process of combining hardware and soft-
ware network resources and network functionality into a
single, software-based administrative entity, a virtual net-
work. Network virtualization may involve platform virtu-
alization, often combined with resource virtualization.
Network virtualization may be categorized as either ex-
ternal, combining many networks, or parts of networks,
into a virtual unit, or internal, providing network-like func-
tionality to the software containers on a single system.
[0053] The following abbreviations that may be found
in the specification and/or the drawing figures are defined
as follows:

4G/5G 4th/5th generation mobile telecommunica-
tion system

AGC automatic gain control
DMRS demodulation reference signal
FFT fast Fourier transform
LTE long term evolution (of E-UTRAN)
MMSE minimum mean square error
MU-MIMO multi user multiple-input-multiple-output
OFDMA orthogonal frequency-division multiple ac-

cess

Claims

1. A method comprising:

applying (802) a gain to a reference signal;
estimating (804) a wireless channel, over which
a received signal passed, using the reference
signal with the applied gain;
adjusting (806) equalization values obtained
from the estimating to remove effects of the ap-
plied gain; and
equalizing (808) at least a data portion of the
received signal using the adjusted equalization
values and storing the result in a computer read-
able memory,
wherein the received signal comprises a first
portion comprising the reference signal and the
at least data portion,
and wherein at least prior to the equalizing the
gain is not applied to any of the at least data
portion.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the first
portion and the at least data portion are portions of
a same subframe when the received signal is a single
subframe or of a same symbol where the received
signal is a single symbol.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the meth-
od is performed in a wireless radio receiver compris-
ing a channel demultiplexer that splits the received
signal into the first portion comprising the reference
signal and the at least data portion.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the wire-
less radio receiver is a minimum mean square error
MMSE receiver, a zero-forcing receiver, or a receiver
characterized by successive interference cancella-
tion.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the refer-
ence signal is a demodulation reference signal.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein the meth-
od further comprises:
decoding the at least data portion after the equaliz-
ing.

7. The method according to claim 1, wherein the wire-
less channel is estimated via channel parameters
and the equalization values are equalization coeffi-
cients calculated using the channel parameters.

8. An apparatus comprising:

a splitter configured to split a received signal into
a first portion comprising a reference signal and
a data portion;
a gain control circuit configured to apply (802) a
gain to the reference signal;
a channel estimating circuit configured to esti-
mate (804) a wireless channel, over which the
received signal passed, using the reference sig-
nal with the applied gain;
an equalization values calculation circuit config-
ured to calculate equalization values from the
estimated wireless channel;
a cancellation circuit configured to adjust (806)
the calculated equalization values output from
the equalization values calculation circuit so as
to remove effects of the applied gain; and
an equalizer at which the adjusted equalization
values are applied to the data portion, wherein
at least prior to equalizing the gain is not applied
to the data portion.

9. The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein the
splitter is a channel demultiplexer that operates to
channel demultiplex the received signal.

10. The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein the first
portion and the data portion are portions of a same
subframe or of a same symbol.

11. The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein the ap-
paratus comprises a wireless radio receiver, and the
splitter splits the received signal into the first portion
comprising the reference signal and a second portion
that comprises a remainder of the received signal.

12. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the
wireless radio receiver is a minimum mean square
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error MMSE receiver, a zero-forcing receiver, or a
receiver characterized by successive interference
cancellation.

13. The apparatus according to claim 8, wherein the ref-
erence signal is a demodulation reference signal.

14. The apparatus according to claim 8, further compris-
ing:
a decoder configured to decode the data portion after
being equalized at the equalizer.

15. A computer readable memory tangibly storing com-
puter program instructions that, when executed by
one or more processors, cause a radio receiver to
at least:

apply (802) a gain to a reference signal;
estimate (804) a wireless channel, over which a
received signal passed, using the reference sig-
nal with the applied gain;
adjust (806) equalization values obtained from
the estimating to remove effects of the applied
gain; and
equalize (808) at least a data portion of the re-
ceived signal using the adjusted equalization
values,
wherein the received signal comprises a first
portion comprising the reference signal and the
at least data portion,
and wherein at least prior to the equalizing the
gain is not applied to any of the at least data
portion.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren, umfassend:

Anwenden (802) einer Verstärkung auf ein Re-
ferenzsignal;
Schätzen (804) eines drahtlosen Kanals, über
den ein Empfangssignal geleitet wurde, unter
Verwendung des Referenzsignals mit der ange-
wandten Verstärkung;
Einstellen (806) von aus der Schätzung erhal-
tenen Entzerrungswerten, um Effekte der ange-
wandten Verstärkung zu entfernen; und
Entzerren (808) mindestens eines Datenteils
des Empfangssignals unter Verwendung der
eingestellten Entzerrungswerte und Speichern
des Ergebnisses in einem computerlesbaren
Speicher,
wobei das Empfangssignal einen das Referenz-
signal umfassenden ersten Teil und den min-
destens Datenteil umfasst,
und wobei mindestens vor dem Entzerren die
Verstärkung nicht auf einen beliebigen des min-

destens Datenteils angewandt wird.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der erste Teil und
der mindestens Datenteil Teile eines selben Subrah-
mens sind, wenn das Empfangssignal ein einziger
Subrahmen ist, oder eines selben Symbols, wenn
das Empfangssignal ein einziges Symbol ist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Verfahren in
einem drahtlosen Funkempfänger ausgeführt wird,
der einen Kanaldemultiplexer umfasst, der das Emp-
fangssignal in den das Referenzsignal umfassenden
ersten Teil und den mindestens Datenteil aufweist.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei der drahtlose
Funkempfänger ein Minimum-Mean-Square-Error-
bzw. MMSE-Empfänger, ein Zero-Forcing-Empfän-
ger oder ein durch sukzessive Störungslöschung
charakterisierter Empfänger ist.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Referenzsi-
gnal ein Demodulations-Referenzsignal ist.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Verfahren
ferner Folgendes umfasst:
Decodieren des mindestens Datenteils nach dem
Entzerren.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der drahtlose Ka-
nal über Kanalparameter geschätzt wird und die Ent-
zerrungswerte unter Verwendung der Kanalparame-
ter berechnete Entzerrungskoeffizienten sind.

8. Vorrichtung, umfassend:

einen Splitter, ausgelegt zum Aufteilen eines
Empfangssignals in einen ein Referenzsignal
umfassenden ersten Teil und einen Datenteil;
eine Verstärkungssteuerschaltung, ausgelegt
zum Anwenden (802) einer Verstärkung auf das
Referenzsignal;
eine Kanalschätzungsschaltung, ausgelegt
zum Schätzen (804) eines drahtlosen Kanals,
über den ein Empfangssignal geleitet wurde, un-
ter Verwendung des Referenzsignals mit der an-
gewandten Verstärkung;
eine Entzerrungswerteberechnungsschaltung,
ausgelegt zum Berechnen von Entzerrungswer-
ten aus dem geschätzten drahtlosen Kanal;
eine Löschschaltung ausgelegt zum Einstellen
(806) der berechneten Entzerrungswerte, die
von der Entzerrungswerteberechnungsschal-
tung ausgegeben werden, um Effekte der ange-
wandten Verstärkung zu entfernen; und
einen Entzerrer, in dem die eingestellten Ent-
zerrungswerte auf den Datenteil angewandt
werden, wobei mindestens vor Entzerrung die
Verstärkung nicht auf den Datenteil angewandt
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wird.

9. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei der Splitter ein
Kanaldemultiplexer ist, der zum Kanaldemultiplexen
des Empfangssignals wirkt.

10. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei der erste Teil
und der Datenteil Teile eines selben Subrahmens
oder eines selben Symbols sind.

11. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei die Vorrichtung
einen drahtlosen Funkempfänger umfasst und der
Splitter das Empfangssignal in den das Referenzsi-
gnal umfassenden ersten Teil und einen zweiten Teil
aufteilt, der einen Rest des Empfangssignals um-
fasst.

12. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 11, wobei der drahtlose
Funkempfänger ein Minimum-Mean-Square-Error-
bzw. MMSE-Empfänger, ein Zero-Forcing-Empfän-
ger oder ein durch sukzessive Störungslöschung
charakterisierter Empfänger ist.

13. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei das Referenz-
signal ein Demodulations-Referenzsignal ist.

14. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, ferner umfassend:
einen Decodierer, ausgelegt zum Decodieren des
Datenteils nach der Entzerrung im Entzerrer.

15. Computerlesbarer Speicher, der greifbar Computer-
programmanweisungen speichert, die, wenn sie
durch einen oder mehrere Prozessoren ausgeführt
werden, einen Funkempfänger zu mindestens Fol-
gendem veranlassen:

Anwenden (802) einer Verstärkung auf ein Re-
ferenzsignal;
Schätzen (804) eines drahtlosen Kanals, über
den ein Empfangssignal geleitet wurde, unter
Verwendung des Referenzsignals mit der ange-
wandten Verstärkung;
Einstellen (806) von aus der Schätzung erhal-
tenen Entzerrungswerten, um Effekte der ange-
wandten Verstärkung zu entfernen; und
Entzerren (808) mindestens eines Datenteils
des Empfangssignals unter Verwendung der
eingestellten Entzerrungswerte,
wobei das Empfangssignal einen das Referenz-
signal umfassenden ersten Teil und den min-
destens Datenteil umfasst,
und wobei mindestens vor dem Entzerren die
Verstärkung nicht auf einen beliebigen des min-
destens Datenteils angewandt wird.

Revendications

1. Procédé comprenant :

l’application (802) d’un gain à un signal de
référence ;
l’estimation (804) d’un canal sans fil sur lequel
un signal reçu a transité, à l’aide du signal de
référence auquel a été appliqué le gain ;
le réglage (806) de valeurs d’égalisation obte-
nues à partir de l’estimation pour éliminer des
effets du gain appliqué ; et
l’égalisation (808) d’au moins une partie de don-
nées du signal reçu à l’aide des valeurs d’éga-
lisation réglées et le stockage du résultat dans
une mémoire lisible par ordinateur,
le signal reçu comprenant une première partie
comprenant le signal de référence et au moins
la partie de données,
et, au moins avant l’égalisation, le gain n’étant
appliqué à aucune portion d’au moins la partie
de données.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, la première partie
et au moins la partie de données étant des parties
d’une même sous-trame lorsque le signal reçu est
une seule sous-trame ou d’un même symbole lors-
que le signal reçu est un seul symbole.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1, le procédé étant
réalisé dans un récepteur radio sans fil comprenant
un démultiplexeur de canal qui sépare le signal reçu
en la première partie comprenant le signal de réfé-
rence et au moins la partie de données.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, le récepteur radio
sans fil étant un récepteur à erreur quadratique
moyenne minimale MMSE, un récepteur avec força-
ge à zéro, ou un récepteur caractérisé par une an-
nulation de brouillage successive.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 1, le signal de réfé-
rence étant un signal de référence de démodulation.

6. Procédé selon la revendication 1, le procédé com-
prenant en outre :
le décodage d’au moins la partie de données après
l’égalisation.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 1, le canal sans fil
étant estimé via des paramètres de canal et les va-
leurs d’égalisation étant des coefficients d’égalisa-
tion calculés à l’aide des paramètres de canal.

8. Appareil comprenant :

un séparateur configuré pour séparer un signal
reçu en une première partie comprenant un si-
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gnal de référence et une partie de données ;
un circuit de commande de gain configuré pour
appliquer (802) un gain au signal de référence ;
un circuit d’estimation de canal configuré pour
estimer (804) un canal sans fil sur lequel le signal
reçu a transité, à l’aide du signal de référence
auquel a été appliqué le gain ;
un circuit de calcul de valeurs d’égalisation con-
figuré pour calculer des valeurs d’égalisation à
partir du canal sans fil estimé ;
un circuit d’annulation configuré pour régler
(806) les valeurs d’égalisation calculées déli-
vrées à partir du circuit de calcul de valeurs
d’égalisation de façon à éliminer des effets du
gain appliqué ; et
un égaliseur au niveau duquel les valeurs d’éga-
lisation réglées sont appliquées à la partie de
données, le gain n’étant, au moins avant l’éga-
lisation, pas appliqué à la partie de données.

9. Appareil selon la revendication 8, le séparateur étant
un démultiplexeur de canal qui opère pour démulti-
plexer en canaux le signal reçu.

10. Appareil selon la revendication 8, la première partie
et la partie de données étant des parties d’une même
sous-trame ou d’un même symbole.

11. Appareil selon la revendication 8, l’appareil compre-
nant un récepteur radio sans fil, et le séparateur sé-
parant le signal reçu en la première partie compre-
nant le signal de référence et une seconde partie qui
comprend un reste du signal reçu.

12. Appareil selon la revendication 11, le récepteur radio
sans fil étant un récepteur à erreur quadratique
moyenne minimale MMSE, un récepteur avec força-
ge à zéro, ou un récepteur caractérisé par une an-
nulation de brouillage successive.

13. Appareil selon la revendication 8, le signal de réfé-
rence étant un signal de référence de démodulation.

14. Appareil selon la revendication 8, comprenant en
outre :
un décodeur configuré pour décoder la partie de don-
nées après qu’elle a été égalisée au niveau de l’éga-
liseur.

15. Mémoire lisible par ordinateur, stockant de manière
tangible des instructions de programme d’ordinateur
qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées par un ou plusieurs
processeurs, amènent un récepteur radio à au
moins :

appliquer (802) un gain à un signal de
référence ;
estimer (804) un canal sans fil sur lequel un si-

gnal reçu a transité, à l’aide du signal de réfé-
rence auquel a été appliqué le gain ;
régler (806) des valeurs d’égalisation obtenues
à partir de l’estimation pour éliminer des effets
du gain appliqué ; et
égaliser (808) au moins une partie de données
du signal reçu à l’aide des valeurs d’égalisation
réglées,
le signal reçu comprenant une première partie
comprenant le signal de référence et au moins
la partie de données,
et, au moins avant l’égalisation, le gain n’étant
appliqué à aucune portion d’au moins la partie
de données.
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